
HYCON HPP13 FLEX is the HYCON best-

seller in our FLEXLINE-series of powerpacks. 

It is designed mainly for contractors and the 

rental business, but many municipalities, 

supply companies etc. also use it.

With its infinitely variable flow adjustment 

from 0 to 30 l.p.m., the HPP13 FLEX can be 

used for many tools.

The perfect power source for high-

performance tools like breakers, cut-off 

saws ø400/ø450 mm, core drills, sub-

mersible pumps, Partner saws and diamond 

chainsaws.

HPP13 FLEX is very compact, has a low 

weight, and is easy to transport in any 

vehicle. 

Integrated oil alert on engine oil level.

HYCON FACTS

Why choose hydraulics instead of pneumatics..?

HYCON Hydraulic
Powerpack HPP09 HYCON HPP09 is the most sold powerpack. 

It is designed especially for rental, contrac-

tors, municipalities, supply companies 

(power-water-gas-heat-sewage-telecom) etc. 

who mostly use 20 l.p.m. tools like break-

ers, core drills, saws, submersible pumps 

etc.

It is remarkably compact with small dimen-

sions and low weight. Therefore it can be 

transported in any car and can be used 

anywhere.

The investment in a set of powerpack and 

breaker is usually less than half the price of 

a 25 HP compressor and breaker, and the 

performance is the same. 

Integrated oil alert on engine oil level.

HPP09 has standard the HYCON POR 

system (Power on Request) = automatic 

regulation of performance.

HYCON FACTS

HYCON Hydraulic
Powerpack 
HPP13 FLEX

 Characteristics, hydraulics:  Advantages: Benefit of the customer:

 Higher efficiency than pneumatics  9 HP engine = 25 HP compressor Smaller engine - same performance

 Weight from only 68 kg  Smaller equipment Easy transport

 Engine from 9 HP  Low fuel consumption Prompt savings

 Can be used for many tools  Flexible use Maximum utilization of investment

 Simple design   All parts accessible Extremely service-friendly

 All parts run in oil  Less wear Long Life

 Few wearing parts  Less service Low service costs

 Not possible to operate the wrong way  No instructions required No interruptions during work

 Works perfectly in frosty weather  No weather-related interruptions Savings in the winter

 No registration/license plates/insurance  No fixed costs Much lower cost than alternatives

 Low investment   Approx. 50% of compressor Less capital tied up 

Technical Data

Oil flow, l.p.m. 1x20

Max. pressure, bar 150

Engine Honda 9 HP petrol

POR/adjustable POR

Starter Recoil

Weight, kg 68

Noise level 1 m L
PA

 dB 88

Noise level L
WA

 dB 100

Technical Data

Oil flow, l.p.m. 1x20-30

Max. pressure, bar 150

Engine Honda 13 HP petrol

POR/adjustable Adjustable

Starter Recoil

Weight, kg 81

Noise level 1 m L
PA

 dB 89

Noise level L
WA

 dB 101


